DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (U.S. Edition)
Volume I Senior Colleges
Volume II Junior Colleges
- provides comprehensive information source regarding computer education and research activities in educational institutions in the United States.
First Edition, June 1973, 8½ x 11, Clothbound, 1,800 pages

WHO'S WHO IN COMPUTER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (U.S. Edition)
Volume III Faculty and Research Staff
- presents biographies of computer educators and researchers in educational institutions covered in the Directory of Computer Education and Research (U.S. Edition).
First Edition, June 1975, 8½ x 11, Clothbound, 330 pages

DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (International Edition)
- provides comprehensive information source regarding computer education and research activities in educational institutions outside the United States.
First Edition, Fall 1975, 8½ x 11, Clothbound, approx. 1,100 pages

WHO'S WHO IN COMPUTER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (International Edition)
- presents biographies of computer educators and researchers in educational institutions covered in the Directory of Computer Education and Research (International Edition).
First Edition, Fall 1975, 8½ x 11, Clothbound, approx. 300 pages

WHO'S WHO IN COMPUTER RESEARCH*
- presents biographies of computer researchers in industry, government, business and elsewhere throughout the world.
First Edition, Spring 1976, 8½ x 11, Clothbound, approx. 350 pages

COMPUTER DISSERTATIONS 1945-1975*
- lists doctoral dissertations in computer and related fields in educational institutions throughout the world.

*For more information and entry, please write:
C.S.T.I., P.O. Box 1040, Schenectady, New York 12301.